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ABSTRACT
In answer to a paper published recently arguments are given against considering

Bell's inequalities to be equivalent with determinism. Possible misinterpretations of the
conflict between quantum mechanics and these inequalities are pointed out. Using
results obtained in previous papers on this subject, it is shown that locality rather than
determinism is the issue.

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High
Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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In a recent issue of Physical Review Letters, 1 the relationship between hidden
variables, joint probability, and the Bell inequalities

2

was discussed. It was claimed that

an equivalence exists between the requirement that the inequalities hold and the
\

existence of a deterministic hidden variables model. It was concluded that the
demonstration of the inequalities imposes requirements to make well defined quantities
whose rejection is the very essence of quantum mechanics. It is the intent of this paper
to show that such claims are likely to be misleading. For this purpose, three key
statements made in Ref.l will be critically analyzed.
The context is a well-known quantum correlation experiment. 3 There are two
well separated regions of space, R
A and~ (Band B') are defined.
~
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1

and R • In R (R ) two non-commuting observables
1 2
2

It is possible to measure simultane~~:>U!!lY any of the four

combinationS of two commuting observables, A and_!!, A and B', A' and B, or A' and B'.
Each measurable combination above corresponds to a probability distribution P 00 CAB),
P (AB'), P CA'B), or P 11 (A'B'), respectively. 4 These distributions are functions of the
10
01
values A, A', B, and B' which !:J A',_!!, and!: can take. All four distributions can be
computed using the recipes of quantum mechanics. Central to the discussion is whether
or not at least one positive definite function p(AA'BB') exists with the following
properties.

Poo(AB)

=
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p(AA"'BB"')
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1:
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In Ref. I, whenever such a function p(AA'BB') exists, it is interpreted as a joint
probability for the four observables A, A', B, and B'. Then it is correctly demonstrated
that the existence of one or several such functions p(AA'BB') implies that the functions
P

00

(AB), P

01

(AB'), P

10

(A'B), and P

11

(A'B') satisfy Bell's inequalities and vice versa, if

each of the observables !:J A', B, and B' is two valued. However, other statements were
also made.
(a)

"the existence of a deterministic hidden variables model is strictly
equivalent to the existence of a joint probability distribution ·p(AA'BB') ".

Statement (a) is correct only if an unusually restrictive meaning is given to the
word "deterministic". 5 In general, determinism means that the evolution of a system is
determined by its initial state and by its environment. Then, the outcome of any
experiment depends only on some variables which specify the state of the system, on the
interactions with other systems, and on all the apparatus that are connected to make
measurements. In this general sense, any probability distribution can be reproduced by a
deterministic hidden variables model, 6 whether or not Bell's inequalities hold, therefore
whether or not a joint probability distribution p(AA'BB') exists. Any computerized Monte
Carlo simulation is actually a deterministic hidden variables model for the theory it
simulates and there is no limit to the kind of quantum mechanical probability distribution
the Monte Carlo technique can reproduce. 7 The Monte Carlo generation of the results
for all the measurements which can be made simultaneously depends on the preparation
of the system, on its evolution, and on the entire measuring apparatus. The generation of
. A in R

1

when B is measured in R

2

may have to be different from the generation of A

when B' is measured in R • However, if the algorithm that generates the data is allowed
2
to have enough mathematical dependence on variables describing the entire measuring
set up in R 1 and in R 2 , it can be done.
The argument through which statement (a) is made in Ref. I contains an
assumption which restricts the meaning of the word "deterministic". The hidden
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variables of the deterministic model are labeled ). and their statistical distribution is P(A).
The observables A, .!l.J B and B' are assumed to be able to take values +1 and -1 only.
Four functions a(.:\), a'(!..), b( A), and b'(A) represent the outcome of the measurement of
A, A', B, and B' for a given A •4 They are used to express the probability distributions

B
A
p(/..) d/..
oa(A) ob(A)

· Poo(AB)

=f

Po 1 (AB')

A
= J oa(/..)

P10 (A'B)

=f

B'

ob' (A)

p(A) dA

(2)

(

I

P11 AB
X

where 0 y

')

-

-

f

B
A'
Qa 1 (A) ob<A) p(A) dA

:S'
a'(A) ob' (A) p(A)' dA

OA I

is the Kronecker symbol.

The same function a(/..) is used in the expression of P

00

(AB) and of P

01

(AB').

Therefore the result A in R 1 depends on /.. but not on the kind of measurement, B

or~

made in the location R 2 • Similar properties affect a'( A), b(A), and b'(/..) in equation (2).
All these properties imply that the measurements made in R (Rz) are independent of the
1
experimental setup existing in R (R ). It is an independence condition which fits the
2 1
ordinary definition of locality used for local deterministic hidden variables models. It is
a necessary condition for the demonstration of Ref. I as it has been for the previous
demonstrations of Bell's theorem dealing with deterministic models. 8 Statement (a)
would not be true without this additional assumption.

,
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Statement (a) appears in different forms at different places in Ref.l. Everywhere
the words "deterministic hidden variables" appear, it would be less misleading for the
reader to have the words "deterministic hidden variables in the restrictive sense imposed
by equation (2)."
(b)

The propositions demonstrated in Ref.l show what hidden variables (in the
\.

restrictive sense of equation (2)) and the Bell inequalities are all about,
namely imposing requirements to make well-defined precisely those
probability distributions for non-commuting observables whose rejection is
the very essence of quantum mechanics".
Ref. I does not spell out the meaning of the words "well defined". Neither does it
elaborate on how and why quantum mechanics rejects those probability distributions, thus
how and why it rejects Bell's inequalities. However, some predictions of quantum
mechanics are known to violate these inequalities. In this light, several interpretations
that a reader may have of statement (b) should be considered.
1) Statement (b) could be thought to mean that the above mentioned rejection
requires a violation of some Bell inequality in every experiment. If it were interpreted
this way, it would be incorrect,as can be shown using an example. Consider the case of
the pair of dissociation fragments of a metastable molecule. 3 Suppose A and A' (B and
~represent

measurements of spin 1/2 components in different directions so that..!_ does

not commute with A' and B does not commute with B'. In the case where the initial state
is such a mixture that the fragments come out uncorrelated, quantum theory does predict

(3)

These probability distributions satisfy Bell's inequality and, consequently, several
positive functions p(AA'BB') satisfying equation (1) can be found. For instance,
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(4)

p(AA'BB')

= 1/16.

or

(5)

p(AA'BB')

A
B
= 1/4 oA,
oB,

or linear combinations of both. Any one of these linear combinations could generate
probability distributions for non-commuting observablesin the sense of Ref.l.

2) Another interpretation which could be given to statement (b) is the following:
the above mentioned rejection requires a violation of Bell's inequalities at least in some
experiments. Then the statement would be true but irrelevant to the demonstrations of
Bell's theorem, i.e. of the conflict between locality and quantum mechanics. All
demonstrationsS,9,lO,ll,lZ,l 3 ,l 4 involve two regions R 1 and R which are separated in
2
space. If, on the contrary, R 1 and R 2 are superposed, the independence condition
between the measurement results in R (R ) and the measuring set up in R (R ) cannot be
1 2
2 1
justified by a locality argument, the distributions P

00

(AB), P

01

(AB'), P 10 (A'B), and

P 11 (A'B') can violate the inequalities, and no joint probability distribution p(AA'BB') can
be defined. Then if the inequalities were holding only when R

1

and R 2 are separated,

there would be no conflict between locality and the very essence of quantum mechanics
in the sense given to these words in this interpretation of statement (b).
3) What statement (b) was probably intended to mean in Ref. I was that quantum
mechanics requires a violation of the Bell inequalities even in some cases where R 1 and
R are separated in space. 15 Then the statement is true, relevant to Bell's theorem, and
2

equivalent to what has been stated before.B,9,lO,ll,lZ,l 3 ,l 4 Comput~tions have been
performed to obtain the quantum mechanical predictions in the case of the dissociation
fragments of a metastable molecule with strong spin correlations. 3 These computations
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make use of the basic principles of quantum mechanics and they show that for certain
angles of the spin analyzers, the predictions violate Bell's inequalities. The
demonstrations of Ref.1 could also permit one to arrive at the same result if it were
demonstrated that, in a relevant case, quantum mechanics mandates that no positive
definite function p(AA'BB') or no hidden variables model of the restrictive kind defined
by equation (2) can be constructed. 16 However, once this additional demonstration is
made, it may still be controversial to claim that the propositions of Ref.1 deeply improve
our understanding of the relationship between Bell's theorem and the very essence of
quantum mechanics.
(c)

Proposition (2) shows that, despite appearances, no significant generality is
achieved by those derivations of the Bell inequalities that dispense with
explicit references to hidden variables and/or determinism:9, 13 , 17 The
assumptions of such derivations imply the existence of deterministic hidden
variables for any experiment to which thev apply.

Proposition (2) of Ref.1 states that "necessary and also sufficient for the
existence of a deterministic hidden variables model (in the restrictive sense of
equation (2)) is that the Bell/CH inequalities hold for the probabilities of the
experiment. Proposition (2) has little relevance to the derivations made in the quoted
references. In Ref.13 for instance, the goal was to study the property of all models,
stochastic or deterministic, which can reproduce the results predicted by quantum
mechanics. 18 For this purpose, a definition of locality was introduced which could be
applied to any model regardless of its stochastic character. The definition made
reference only to the possible values that the results can take and to the frequency of
their occurrences, 19 i.e. to quantities we have to deal with in

quantu~ theory anyway.

Then it was shown that this concept of locality implies a form of Bell's inequality when
R 1 and R

2

are separated in space. Quantum mechanics violates this form of Bell's

inequality too; therefore any deterministic or stochastic model which reproduces the

8

quantum mechanics predictions cannot have the locality property of Ref.13. Of course,
proposition (2) of Ref.1 shows that, if the inequalities were satisfied, deterministic
hidden variables models in the restrictive sense of equation (2) would also exist and fit
the predictions. However, from the violation of the inequalities and from proposition (2),
one can only infer that deterministic models referred to in proposition (2) do not exist.
One cannot imply any local or non-local property of the stochastic models invoked in
Ref.13. Therefore, proposition (2) can neither reproduce nor contradict the conclusions
derived in Ref.13.
It has also been shown

14

that a locality condition of the type of Ref.13 would be

satisfied if the model were given a more intuitive locality property: Namely that the
deterministic or stochastic algorithm that generates the data would be mathematically
independent of the measurement set up in R

when it generates_! and!: in R 2 and
independent of the set up in R 2 when it generates A and A' in R 1•20 Therefore, in this
1

sense too, any stochastic simulation of the results predicted by quantum theory has to be
non-local.
Then the next question is "How does nature operate?" What is true for models
used for simulation of data is also true for any model of reality we may have. It seems
an inescapable conclusion that there are processes in nature which involve the same
correlation between the results in R 1 and the measurement set up in R , or the results in
2
R 2 and the measurement set up in R , as the non-local algorithms of our models. 14 This
1
conclusion is not in contradiction with any principle of quantum mechanics since,
according to the Copenhagen interpretation, quantum mechanics is supposed only to give
recipes to make predictions, not to describe how nature operates. 21 In particular, there
is no physical description of the processes occurring during the collapse of the wave
function. When measurements are performed in the correlation experiment above,

3

it is

not surprising that the wave function collapse may involve non-local processes according
to the definitions of Refs. 13 and 14. Quantum field theory abides with a locality

9

condition that is different from all those which imply Bell's inequalities. This condition
is based on the commutation of operators outside of the light cone and it prevents
observers from acting at a distance.

22

It does not necessarily restrict the natural

processes mentioned above the same way as do the other locality conditions. Therefore,
quantum mechanics is said to violate or not to violate locality depending on the
significance given to the word "locality". 14

***
I am indebted to Drs. J.E. Lys and T.G. Trippe for interesting discussions and for
reviewing the manuscript.
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J
J J
J
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B, A' and B'), a correlation parameter

= _Nl ~

c 00

(COl' C

10

, C

11

) is constructed:

A.Br(or A.B~, A~B., A~B~).
J J

J J

J J

J J

A model is said to be local if there are sets of four series A, A', B, and B' for
which the correlation parameter for each combination of two series is near the
expectation value predicted by the theory for the corresponding experimental set
upsin R

1

and in R • This mathematicaldefinitionoflocalityisjustifiedin Ref.l3
2

by considering either what would happen if different choices of experimental set
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different experiments performed at different times.
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